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All forms of news media , local and inter
national are engrossed in spreading the calamities 
and evil~ existing in contemporary civilization; 
symbolized in ancient times by the opening of p~n~07.a's 
Box . Mankind i s constantly reminded that a "crlSlS 
exists throughout the world, threatening all phases 
of human existence, paradoxically created by his eager
ness through the medium of science and technology, 
for a more comfortable and secular entity. 

Serious problems have plagued man throughout 
the history of civilization, but coexistent society 
has acknowledged a def initive inventory of apparently 
unsolvable enigma, including the following: Politics, 
economics, inflation, environment, unemployment, 
poverty, welfare, racism, sex, population exploSion, 
pornography, drugs, ecology, pollution, education, 
atomic weapons, extinction of natural resources, and 
las~ b~t not ~east religious defamation. Philosophy, 
Chrlstlan ethlcs, culture and aesthetics evidently 
belong to the past. Why? Has man forgotten the lessons 
of history? Has higher education failed? Have 
politicians honestly endeavored to seriously assess 

their responsibilities? Is it possible for the Unted 
Natlons to ultimately crea te peaceful coex istence? 
Has Rcientific mass production of "things" provided 
the means for a peaceful and contented existence? Why 
the prevalent cultural, spiritual and patriotic 
deterioriation of the new generation? Why the decrease 
in attendance at relisious services? Why the current 
obseSSion with speed? Wi ll government dole exterminate 
poverty? Are contemporary examples of all art forms 
reflecting a universal dilemma? 

Wor ldwide crime, violence, and dissent has 
developed a craving in the revolting minority, to 
overthrow existent society. One wonders if honest 
effort and achievement has become utterly impracticable 
in the present complexities of sociality . If so, 
what manner of existence will replace it? Possibly 
education of the masses will ultimately develop a 
philosophy, reversing the trend toward disas~er! or 
conversely a world revolution, and a new beglnnlng. 

The zenith and subsequent decline of great 
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historic civilizations may supply the answer. To 
paraphrase the previous statements: Can geese be 
converted into swans ? Higher education for all has 
been over-emphasized, with the prediction that it 
will r.oalesce our nation into a united whole. The 
impossibility of accomplishing this utopia is ev ident 
in t he frustrations encountered in attempting to 
fulfill its gr andiose and ambitious promise. Student 
unrest and disenchantment , protest against the estab
lishment, insistence upon representation in management, 
plus violence and destruction of property pose the 
question . Is Management competent? Is constantly 
increasing enrollment and size of our universities 
creating an organ ic structure impossible to manage 
and control? Authority and discipline have been 
relegated to the past. 

Universal movement to the left in political 
and social establishment, consisting of Tories, Con
servaties, Liberals, Radical s, Socfuiists, Communists, 
Facists, Revolutionists, Republicans and Democrats, 
prohahly inflnences the rebelli ous attitude of the 
new generation. Perhaps their insistence for change 
i s justified. - Man unquestionably has the ability, 
and the urgent need to solve problems, resulting from 
his esoteric genius in creating material wealth 
without a reasonable balance with the humanities. 
However, to remodel human nature presents an awesome 
problem and the search for a coveted utopia defi es 
consummation. 

Constant improvement in sc ience and tech
nology may ultimately create a computer,that will 
eventually solve all problems, releasing humanity from 
personal creation of works of art, music, architecture 
and literature. At present with Utopia still a dream, 
examples of' contemporary painting , sculpture, music, 
:iterature and architecture-avant guarde inspired -
reflect the use of electronic devices, versus efforts 
Jf human talent, which have throughout the ages 
::l roduced masterworks of l as ting beauty. A concept 
rec ently promoted by pseudo artists :idicules ~he usual 
sxhibition of their work in some anclent reposltory. 

Art museums are consequently considered "old 
:::'f:.-::; " or mausoleums administered by "silk ~attedll 
=or~ic ians. All art should in some mysterl0uS manner 
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relate to socilai~y, but to interpret the signifi
cation of curren abs tractions requires of the beholder. 
a disordered understanding of philosophical semantics. 

Music historically related to the fine arts 
from Palestrina to Bach, Beethoven and Brahms, was 
composed in many forms: sonata, pastorale, concerto, 
overture, opera, symphony, tone poems, fugue, nocturne , 
rhapsody, oratory , and many variations ; all designated 
for aural and spiritual enjoyment . The following 
quotation by Beethoven seems germane: "Music is the 
mediator between the spriitual and the sensual life . 
Altho the spirit be not master of that which it 
creates through music , yet is blessed in this creation 
which, like every creation of art is mightier than 
the artist. " ' 

The consistent achievement of the conse
crated,creators of ~reat music resulted in approval 
and enJoyment of thlS exalted and spiritual art form . 
The study of theory and harmo~y and the invention 
and development of a ,variety of instruments, including 
the superb and compllcated organ, added immeasurably 
to the heritage bequeathed to posterity. 

The inclusion of schools of music in uni
vers ities during present accent on science, has intro
duced the word "musicology," the science of music 
composition. Undoubtedly the study of this beautiful 
art form presents many complexities. However, the 
psychological association of music with science in 
the opinion of the writer, induces wonderment of t he 
aesthetic assessment of many contemporary compositions. 
Strident, tricky computerized cacophony is fortunat ely 
an infant progeny, and to supplant one type of endeavor 
for another has influenc ed society throughout hi s tory; 
not always an improvement. Jazz which preceded the 
use of electronic s , designed primarily for dancing, 
with syncopated var iations influenced social activities. 

The new generation as a concomitant to 
blue jeans, fringed leather coats, ornamental necklaces, 
colorful beads , Indian head bands , and a complete 
disregard for deferential clothing , have promoted a 
new concept of music called "rock. " 

All news media, incredibly accent the ro ck 
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festivals usually performed in l arge open areas , 
attended by great throngs of young men and women . 
Needless to enlarge ur attempt to deocribe the physical 
disorder, or to detail the potentialities . Evidently 
we are experienc ing a cultural and social revolution 
reversing orderly progression, and negating all cul t ur al 
achievement of previous generations . To assess the 
soc i al complexities of our time presents a herculean 
task beyond comprehension. Authority and discipline 
in a Christian society have been abandoned and the 
historic concept of the contemporary based on ante
ceden t cultural and social accomplishment becomes a 
discarded formula. Recent changes in Catholic liturgy , 
promoted by Vatican II, undoubtedly influenced by 
worldwide demand for change , have affec ted the quality 
of accompaying music . Devine services formerly 
enriched by music of highes t qu~lity composed by 
great masters , including Gregorion Chant , has unfor
tunately been replaced by congregational hymn singing 
and occasionally by a guitar mas s ; a combination of 
"rock" and 'hippie ", which has definitely "lowered the 
bo om," with strumming electronic qui tars accompanied 
by hillbilly s inging . 

To quote Karl Jaspars, a German philosopher, 
"Is all this a spiritual r evolution, or is it an 
essentially external process , arising 1'rom technology 
and it s consequences ," or perhaps the following from 
Hegel which is less definitive : . "The present ever
rising out of the past and vanishing into the future. " 

The extremely complicated social and economic 
Inechanism, continues to color our thinking, catapulting 
all toward changes affecting the future., Many disagree, 
Lamenting the innovations already exis tent. We are 
unable to reverse the trend besetting us, but hopefully 
presuppo se a future with greater accent on Christian 
ethics , accompanied by cultural interests and activities. 

Architecture, the crea tor of human habitation 
~nd its multiple uses , has been the procreator of the 
: ine arts; and throughout the history of civilization 
has been influenced in many areas by distinctive 
8thnic cultures . It has ,provided the stage setting 
against which the drama of civilization has be~n 
enacted . Ever recurring changes were usually lnfluenced 
by previous accompl i shments and constant improvement 
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was desired; resulting in environmen~al beauty appreci
ated and enjoyed by existent populatlon and by 
posterity. 

We travel over the world to study past 
achievemento endowed with majesty, splendor and mag
nificence. The impact of western science and technolo~ 
accompanied by worldwide dissent ~nd . ind~fferenc~ to 
ethical behavior , has destroyed dlstlnctlve ethnlc 
endeavor, creating standards of architecture witnessed 
in cities and suburban districts throughout the world . 
Anyone interested in the environment, and efforts 
toward improvement, who has recently visited European 
cities, is compelled to recognize their contemporary 
buildings as concomitants to recent examples in our 
cities. Present day architecture is a reflection of 
scientific mass production, economics, disenchantment, 
instant international communication, dissatisfaction 
with the past, pragmatic approach to existence, and 
an egotistical approach to accomplishment. The 
extremely complex condition of society, economics, 
politics, and international disagreement, presents an 
apparent unsolvable problem. However, to strike a 
note of optimism, the history of cjvjlj~ation abundantl 
provides conditions of crisis, and man has always 
through persistence and intelligent effort, succeeded 
in reversing a situatio~ reflecting his dissatisfaction 
with the subversion of order and the denigration of 
environmental beauty. We are beginning to realize the 
necessity of critically analyzing the unsightlines s 
of our cities. Mass education of higher~ality 
should hopefully provide a larger p,ercentage of the 
population, interested in a more beautiful environment ; 
adding luster, concernment, curios ity, involvement 
and contentment to life. Discomfort and irritation, 
caused by unnecessary noise, and insistent demand for 
speed on the surface - in the air - contribute to 
disenchantment with urban life , resulting in a woeful 
lack of interest in beauty and contentment. Despite 
the consistent search for beaUy throughout history, 
contemporary architecture attuned to pragmatic, 
technological solutions, has divorced itself from all 
art forms, producing buildings appropr]tely designated 
"human filing cabinets." 

Criticism of components forming urban en
vironment should concern education , closing the gap 
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conspicuous by its absence . Students should be given 
some under~tanding and appreciation of architectural 
compositions of buildings and the ir relation to city 
planning ; hopefully inducing an interest in the 
improvement of an environment i'orming the setting for 
a more happy and pleasant existence, which his 
aes thetic interest has helped to create. To fashion 
a utopia has always concern ed civilized man, but 
de spite intelligence and scientific progress, he has 
been unable to succeed in its accumplishment which 
po stulate s the ques tion: Is the human being with all 
his idiosyncracies, capable to existence under ideo
logical conditions? M.l.T. has recently promoted a 
bo ok written by an architect entitled "Arcology, the 
Oity in the Images of Man, I by Po alo Goleri. The 
illustrated prospectus includes excerpts from news 
sources and architec tural drawings beyond the compre
hension of the writer. The author evidently considers 
existing cities unworkable absurditi es , ultimately 
covering the earths surface. The rullowing quotation 
from Architectural Form included in the prospectus 
a ttempts to explain the labyrinthine perplexities 
involved. "Essentially there a r e three points that 
set Soleri apart from all other utopian planners, 
groping for the next development of man. His arcolugies 
are new communities totally unrelated to the old 
urban centers - not plug-in renewals but revolutionary 
proto typ es for a total break with existing planning 
patterns or theories. Secondly, Soleri postulates 
the supremacy of aesthetics over structure and tech
no~ogy . And thirdly, Soleri bases his entire arcology 
nelther on economics, social or industrial considerat ions , 
?ut,on a philosophical~stem. It is so all embracing 
ln lts scope that it r elates the arcological city 
units, to the entire evolution of urganic life fr om 
t he proto-biological to an as yet unrevolved neo-
~~tter. (Whatever that means). This extremely reunified 
-' l~loglcal Hu~anism, touching on ever y aspec t of human 
eXlstence defles summation. " 

This architectural behemo th, a city as an 
~nclosed unit, with production , processing and Gervice 
: acilities subterranean, and residences and recreation 
:n h igh, designed to completely provide the complex 
~c tivities and philosophical edification fo r an assumed 
:Jpulation of millions, is an exciting concept, baring 
20me depressants, and wonderment of its financial 
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feasibilities. Probably the search for relevance 
and insistent change in the establishment, forming 
the battle cry of the new generation, will be 
accomplished when these utopian probjects have become 
a reality. 

Disagreement among the philosophers in 
residence becomes impossible in a computeri zed 
society devoid of striking police, teachers, firemen, 
or garb~e;e collectors. Another "fly in the ointment" 
would presuppose the possible confusion resulting from 
a divided opinion of politi cal endeavors, what con
stitutes aesthetico, and why practicality. After the 
foregoing dissertatio.n0n . cities of the future , it 
seems relevant to return to the present. 

It is the age of the skyscraper which 
technology has made possible. It is also the age 
wherein man ' has finally discovered that his dream of 
constantly increasing size is formulating an environ
ment hopelessly impossible for reasonable human 
activities. The World Trade Center in New York, the 
world's tallest building, is nearing completion. The 
following quotation from The National Observer seems 
appropriate: "The Center abounds in mind-boggling 
statistics. Eventually as many as 50,000 persons will 
work in the two towers and an additional 80,000 are 
expected daily visitors, a total population exceeding 
Albany, New York. The Center has been called a 
pollution hazard, a burden to mass transit facilities 
and with its bland boxlike silhouette, a blot on the 
New York skyline. Furthermore, the Center's height 
is scheduled to be overshadowed in less than two years 
after completion. Sears Roebuck & Company has announced 
plans for a skyscraper in Chicago to eclipse the World 
Trade Center's 110 stories." 

Where do we go from here? Upward or forward 
to the new concept of Arcological Utopia. 

The intelligent observer of rapid change in 
human activities becomes concerned and searches for 
a positive interpretation of the complexjties of the 
present. Undoubtedly the current social and teehnologic~ 
cataclysm, is an interest ing period. of history> 
challenging the ingenuity and Rerserverance o~ all 
mankind. The overwhelming deSlre for change ln the 
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establishment and its environment has influenced the 
development Qf unprecedented bizarries; composed of 
multiple prefabricated human habitats . oIt becomes 
di fOficul t to describe these monsters wh1.ch reflect 
an image akin to beehives , or antecedent Indian pueblos, 
with elevators and escalators replacing l adders for 
entrance and exit. 

Evidently the basic premise i s to serve 
the masses rather than di s tinctive individuals . This 
prodigy of a few clever publicity seekers probably 
over-emphasize theIDPulation explosion but fail to 
realize paradoxically that food and TV's emphasis on 
sex offer the only possible release from confinement 
in the cramped compounds. 

The following quotation from a News Week 
article seems pertinent: "An M.I.T. professor is 
taking the most radical trip into Method . He has 
constructed. a computerized "Architectural Machine" 
to assist his students in drawing lines on its display 
tube surface. He insists tha t only the computer can 
furnish us the information needed to plan with all 
the environmental variables at hand, to plan in brief 
"humanely." He is already at work on his version of 
a dream machine; environments that respond instantly 
to the changing needs and emotions of the inhabitants. 
At the furthest limit, he envisions an environment 
so responsive it can sense and harmonize with human 
emotions. If you and your wife craoked a joke, the 
walls would laugh." 

Incomprehensible, fantastiC, skeptical -
yes - no - wherefor . Despite the radical changes 
implied by the new computerized architecture , Philip 
Johnson an architect of national reputation, insists 
"That it is the same old story. Always the cry is the 
same, stop building monuments and build for the public. 
But the need for beautiful buildings is like eating." 

Our sense of beauty has certainly shifted 
to a remarkable degree, causing one to wonder if an 
ult imate reversal is deSired, and what bizarre fantasies 
canbe expected as components of the environment. 

Ourrent novels reproduced on stage , movies, 
and television are indulging in a fetish of sex, 
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resulting in nudity, pornography, obscenity, perversion 
and permissiveness related to immorality. The redun
dant u se of four let ter words and accompaning mental 
" s t ink" has apparently become an accepted component 
of contemporary language. Assessment of the related 
consequenc es of mor a l decay, character disintegration, 
disjointed opin ions of behavior, disregard of personal 
achievement , and the effec t upon the future of an 
orderly society, can be evaluated by reading The 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

Can t h is trend be reversed without inour
re ction? Is a return of oligarchic government a 
po ss ibility? Or is a dictatorship which nullifies 
individual freedom and dissent, the only approach to 
an orderly social and economic restraint? The wonder
ful accomplishment of our countr y in two hundred 
years of existence has never been equaled in history_ 
Our form of government has endured despite periods 
of crisis. Civil war in the nineteenth century 
threatened to violently tear asunder a nation conceived 
ao n symbol of freedom and human equality_ Five years 
of awesome de s truction and frightful loss of life wer e 
finally ended; peace was declared; and an era of 
reconstruction started. The ultimate successful 
reuniting of forces and ideals paradoxically oriented 
was an achievement redounding to the glory of the 
dedicat ed men who participated in the consummation 
of thi s complex episode in the history of our country. 
The termination of s l avery was motivated by Christian 
ethics, consecrated to freedom and equality of' all 
mankind. Notwithstand ing the foregoing accomplishment, 
we are a t present f ac ed with the complexities of 
racial integr ation and t he evident divisive opinions 
cons tituting an extremely ser ious and complicated 
problem. Social, educational and philosophical 
integration prescribed by law has unloosed a tirade 
of dissention involving politics and all phases of 
sociality. 

Unfortunately organizations prone to violence 
and de s truction of property , have di scounted the ex
pectation of peaceful solut ion resulting in an extremely 
serious s ituation which could remain with us fo r an 
indefinit e p~riod, with cons tantly recurring crIsis . 
All varieties of news med ia , analyzing the,effect;vcness 
of law enforc ed integrat i on , indicates an ~ncreas ~ng 
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urge by r ad ical elements for isolation; apparent upon 
examining group declarations and behavior , accented 
by motivational expressions of their constituted 
l eaders. Undoubtedly our government considers mass 
education the ultimate goal of racial equality and 
desegregation despite the radical insistence upon 
courses in African culture including Swahili , the 
language of central Africa and Zanzibar . Black leader
ship is evidently not equal t o the task involved 
which poses the questions : Was law enforcement the 
most effective approach? Why did nature assign various 
races to definite sections of the world? I s the 
solution of this enigma a reasonable possibility? 

The technological age has impelled a mass 
movement, mostly blacks, from rural isolation to urban 
concentration, multiplying the diff iculties politically, 
socially, economically, and psychologically. ThG 
word "ghetto" historically identified with ' quarters 
inhab ited chiefly by Jews, has become an over-emphas ized 
slum occupied by poverty-striken whites and blacks , 
which postulates the problem of mas s poverty, becoming 
in recent years, a serious concern of government. 
The resultant effort, unfortunately influenced by 
politics, through the medium of a complicated and 
expensive sys t em of welf are, is attempting to eradicate 
poverty. Tha t the administration of this complex 
establishment is ineffective can be assessed from 
current news media which C:!.ccenLs puverty as the cause 
of increasing crime, vilience, dissent, the use of 
drugs, and revolutionary syndrome. The management 
and direction of welfare has undoubtedly been in
efficient and probably in many instances dishonest, 
causing one to quest ion it s effectiveness . Can the 
physical and mental status of the' designated under
privileged be permanently helped by doing for them 
what they normally can and should do for themselves. 

Char acter and personal initiative leading 
to some achievement raises the human above the animal ; 
but subsidized and formulated economic as sistanc e 
bec omes a demoraliz ing influence . The alarming and 
constantly increasing cost of welfare is creating. a 
nat ional mone t ary condition impossible t~ ~ssess ln 
terms of pragmatic consequences. ~he crls~s curr~ntlY 
embroiling our country is fru s tratlng, serlOUS an 
dangerous . Unl eSS tho se in authority can through some 
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miraculous procedure reverse the present trend and 
become aware of the suicidal course on which we have 
embarked they cannot hope to restore the peace and 
orders which have produced security, opportunity and 
justice under law, to many generations. contemporary 
society with crumbling traditions has become oriented 
toward reality, with all the complexities resulting 
from the worship of materialism; superinduced by 
science and computerized economic, cultural and 
aesthetic activit ies. Symbolic concepts of' the vic 
issitudes of life have been relegated to a receding 
background, resulting in gradual diminution of the 
many hidden beauties and rudimentary principles of 
art , music, literature, architecture and last but not 
least religion. The present over-em:phcU::1is on change 
in all facets of human endeavor accented by all news 
media and demanded by tho se seeking higher education , 
presuPP?ses a negation of the accomplishments of past 
generatlons, t hat have produced enviable results. 
Current predilection for instant reversal, accompanied 
by violence and mob opposition to governmental decrees 
will obstruct the development of satisfactory solution~ 
to the fantastic complexities of contemporary world 
problems. Unquestionably man has the ability and the 
urgent need to solve the problems resulting from his 
genius for immediate technological solutions; and the 
diSillusioned new generation will probably be remember ed 
for prodding mankind into a critical assessment of 
the woeful imbalance existing in contemporary society. 

Is itpossible to reverse the drift toward 
the left with all its pernicious connotations? 

Can pragmatic principles, Christian ethics 
and higher moral standards that guided our progenitors 
through dangerous and dil~icult periods be recaptured 
and synchronized into a concerted effort toward a more 
conservative evaluation of the future? 

Crisis and its catastrophic implicat~ons . 
has induced in the reading, vie~ing and l~ste.nlng publlc 
an unwarranted sense of doom whlch a reallzaUon o~ ~nte
cedent conditions would and should alleviate. Crl~l~, . 
change, revolution, establishment, rele~ance~ ~red~b~llty 
gap renewal, permissiveness, women's llb, ml~l, mldl, 
hot'pants, etc, etc, etc, are all utterances l~ ~o~on 
usage today. But an intelligent effort at deflnltlons, 
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finds ones ell frustrated and at a humorous "loose 
end"; attempting to counteract the poisons presently 
injected into sociality . The unfortunate imbalance 
between technological affluence and Christian ethics 
has created an ineffable situation difficult to fathom. 

Undoubtedly there exists in this captive 
audience a confused conception of the involved per
ceptions promoted and embellished by the foregoing 
dissertation on contemporary society . Therefore the 
wri ter hopes for forebearance by those in disagreement . 
Amen . 

Edward J . Schulte 


